
(Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. – October 27, 2020) PyePOS, a premier self-service technology 
 company that caters to restaurants by providing Point-of-Sale (POS) systems and secure
self-service kiosks teamed up with PM Orchard, an emerging business specializing in
gamification, to gamify the food ordering process.

PyePOS developed their product to streamline and elevate the ordering process

for restaurants through technology and self-service innovation. The current

economic and social environments have exacerbated the need for this in the

foodservice industry. PyePOS product design already meets the needs of many of

the challenges which have arisen during the pandemic, such as their secure self-

service QSR Kiosk which meets social distancing and reduced capacity

restrictions. Or their turnkey mobile ordering system, which allows restaurants

to manage their own delivery service, empowering owners to control finances

and adapt to the rising in food cost. However, Jegil Dugger, Founder and CEO of

PyePOS wanted to solve the emerging concerns restaurants have in engaging

and retaining loyal patrons. With this mission in mind, PyePOS teamed up with

the gamification company PM Orchard to enhance the ordering experience.

Gamification applies game elements and design techniques to non-games.
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Mr. Dugger filed the patent on the new technology, stating, “I have seen

gamification used commonly as a reward for ordering after the order is complete,

but I haven’t seen it used before or during the ordering process. We converted

the entire ordering process from a task to an experience, integrating game

elements throughout.” Mr. Dugger continued, “No one to date has implemented a

gaming experience into the eCommerce process as we have designed.”

The PM Orchard and PyePOS duo designed a new ordering process integrating

game elements in every step of the ordering process. “From the moment the

customer walks up to a PyePOS QSR Kiosk or mobile app, they embark on a

unique ordering experience. These subtle yet engaging elements allow the

restaurant to connect with their customers from the moment the patron walks

in,” explained PM Orchard CEO Eve Horne. “Customers may not recognize it is a

game, but the user experience is designed in a way that the patrons walk away

feeling accomplished and like a winner when they finish making their order,”

Mrs. Horne added.

PyePOS QSR kiosks have shown a 20% increase in order size, reduced wait times,

allow for upselling and cross-selling, and improve labor efficiency, before adding

gamification elements. One of the significant game elements introduced to the

process is Avatars' use, which allows restaurants to personalize

recommendations based on customer preselected profiles. For example, a Family

Avatar could include targeted selections like Kids meals or Family Meal deals

recommendations. This type of customization will empower the restaurant to

design their customer experience, targeted upselling garnering higher sales

conversions, and manage the ordering process's time and speed while

maintaining their own business brand front and center.
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About PyePOS

Here at PyePOS, we have learned that most restaurant owners share a common

goal. They want to make food that tastes amazing, and looks good too.

We have also come to find that many restaurants share common struggles like

employee turnover, customer service time, food waste, increasing wages, and

providing an effortless experience for every customer.

We created PyePOS for every restaurant owner, designing our company with

these common goals and struggles in mind. We alleviate the struggles, creating

an effortless customer experience exactly how a restaurant owner would want it

done. We keep style at the forefront when designing our food tech. Our self-

service solutions are efficient, and we take pride in the technology looking

beautiful enough to showcase a restaurants good-looking food.

We have put together a team with more than 100 years of combined experience

in the tech and food industry. We have restaurant owners, software engineers,

computer nerds, and creative jocks all working together to make amazing

products.

 Media Contact

Jegil Dugger, Founder and CEO PyePOS

jegil@mypyepos.com

 

About PM Orchard

Where Product + Marketing is Nurtured & Grows, PM Orchard uses gamification

to support product and service innovation. Gamification is the science and art of

enhancing the customer journey with precision integration of game elements to

engage with your customer. PM Orchard offers gamification consulting, with a

primary focus on Casino Marketing for the Gaming Industry.

Media Contact

CEO Eve Horne

eh@pmorchard.com
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